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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON THE TEACHING
OF ECONOMICS IN SCHOOLS

I., TERMS OF' REFERENCE

I. The Council of the Royal economic Society during the
autumn of 1968 approached, the Association of University
'Teachers_ of Economics and the Economics Association, repre-
enting those engaged in teaching economics in schools and
rther education, and invited them to join with it in appointing

ee to cons,i(gr 'trie teaching of economics in schools.
The Rpyal conomic Society hoped that the Committee would
consider cer in major but was anxious not to impose
on it any nar ow terms,of reference and left it to define its tF,fms
of reference itself.

2. The ma or problems that the Royal Economic Socity
wished to see co idered included the follbwing:,

II .

(1) What ,,ranches of economics and' of associated
'disciplines sho ld be taught in schools and examined by
examining Boa ds as forming part of a school course 'in
economics?

(2) What is the desirable division betWeen the ,
economics that should be /taught in schpols and the.
economics that should be taughsin universities?

(3) What are the desirable forms and tests of cfualifica-
tions for admission to, university courses in economics?

4

3. The Association of University Teachers of Ec9nomics 'and
the Economics Association accepted the invitation of tfie Royal
Economic Society and each body appointed three members to
the Committee. At its first meeting the Committee decided to
co-opt a further member With expg.rience of teaching economics
iota polytechnic,, and shortly after decided to increase the
representation from teacher education and ensure that the
Committee should be fully in touch with thinking in university
departments of education.

4. In interpreting, as it had been invited td.tlo, its own
terms of reference, the Cominittee has given considerable
thOught to two problems in addition to those set out in para- .

graph

(4) In what ways can the teaching of economics in
schoois be improved ?.

5
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(5In what ways can examinations in economics at
school level best test the competence of candidates?

5. The Committee has held in 14 meetings. It has had
the yrefit of a long discussion of its problems, of the definition
of a central core of economics, and.of methods of testing com-
prehension or economics with Professor K. E. Lumsden,
Director, and Professor Attiyeh, of the Economics Education
Research Project at Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. It
has, in addition, given much time to the study of,the syllabuses
and examination papers in economics and kindred subjects and
of the various Examining Boards operating in the United
Kingdom.

II. THE PURPOSES OF ECONOMICS IN SCHOOLS

6. 'he Committee has concentrated its attention wholly on
the problems of the teaching of economics at. the sixth-form

concern;
where uni4ersities and schools have most direct common

it has not attempted to deal with any possible reper-,
cussions on teaching at earlier stages.

7.' In any consideration of the teaching of economics in
schools, it is important to have always in mind,that such teach-

. ing serves the needs of three different types'of students. These
needs may sometimes overlap, but may requireJubstantially
different emphasis on different aspects of economics as. a
discipline: .

(i) a general education in the nature of economic prob-
lems and their elucidation, sometimes as part of a broader`
programme; useful to anyone in any future walk of life but
expected to be formally concluded at the school stage;

(ii) an introduction to the subject of economics for boys
and girls expected on leaving school to go intp occupations
(commerce, banking, etc.) in which some understanding of
economic reasoning and assessment of evidence is valuable
and for which further Addy of the subject may be a condi-
tion of professional adirancenient;

(iii) arr.:introduction to the sutilicct of economics for
bgys and girls who may intend to proceed to its further
study as an academic discipline in a university, poly-
technic or other place of degree-level study.

A complication is that, while these three different needs may be
identified in relation .to; what happens to different boys and s

girls after they have left school, it may berineither easy nor
\ -desirable to draw such distinctions, when they enter the sixth

form; in some cases it may be impracticable ,before they leave.`

6
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8. For the first two groups the important question is whether
the subject has been reasonably well covered as a whole.
Economics is, or should be; At internally consistent system of I
thought in ' hich all the parts are interrelated. Flo essential .1

parts can b omitted in even a preliminary attempt at exposition
of the Sys ern as a whole. Thus a preliminary course must
inevitabl achieve completeness through some measufe of
simplification and leave a necessity, in the case of, those who
wish to proceed further with economics, for the further under-
pinnin of much of what was learned at this superficial level.
Even 'n the case of such preliminary teaching and examining it
is rel vant to ask whether enough account hiss been taken of the
cha ges in the character of economics in the past thirty or forty
ye . We shall consider ,this question in paras 11-12 below.

9. For the third group those \who are to proceed to a
u versity or, other place of advanced studythe question is

ether the foundations have been laid upon which further and
--more advanced teaching can be based, or whether, in anxiety
to serve the needs of the first two groups, there has been a failure
in teaching to build firmly enough the necessary foundations for
future more advanced work and in examining to prOVide tests
of the qualifies and capacities that it is desirable to encourage
and assess.

10. Since many of the problems (*he planning of the teach-
ing of economics in schools and its testing in subsequent examin-
ations hinge on the possibilities or impossibilities of satisfactorily
meeting the differing needs of these various groups simul-
taneously, we think it best to consider more fully at this stage
both the recent trends of economics and the criticisms that have
been made of the present syllabuses and the teaching of .them.

*10

III. THE eHANGING CHARACTER OF PROFESSIONAL
ECONOMICS

1 1 t, Over the past thirty or forty years the character of
eeononcs as a discipline has very greatlx changed; the war of
1939-45 was in many respects a dividing line. Before 1939
economietlecisions were made largely on a basis of rational, but
essentially non-quantitative, argument reinforced by judgment .

of the relative importan9e of the relevant consideratioils. The
task of the contemporary economist was to perfect the ration-
ality of the argument. Today 'decisions are in the very great
majority bf cases made on the basis -os quantitative evidence.
The task of a contemporary economist is not only to insist on the
*tationality of the argument but also to collect, smematise,
analyse and present the quantitative evidence and to kee what
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conclusions an reasonably be drawn from the data both as they
affect the environment in which action must be taken and as
they affect the decision itself. Today no professional. applied
economist (and most economists work as applied economists) is

employable who cannot handle with competence and confidence
the qnantitativg evidence that is relevant to the range of
decisions with thiche is concerned.

12. At the same time professional economics has become
increasingly mathematical in the forms in which its arguments
are conducted. It has become increasingly difficult for anyone
who cannot read a book or an article employing mathematical
symbols or. processes to keep abreast of current thought and
development of the Subject. For this reason, 'university
faculties of economics now find many of their entrants 'in-
adequately provided with the foundations for advanced 'study
of economics. They have either themselves to teach the mathe-
matics required or else limit the curriculum for

the
who

dropped mathematics at 0-level to those parts of the subject
which are susceptible to a mairity literary treatment.

IV. THE DIVISION OF TEACHING BETWEEN SCHOOLS
/ AND UNIVERSITIES

13. This development presents two sets of problems in-
volving the schools with the universities:

(i) What contribution.; may the universities, poly-
technics and other degree-level institutions expect from the
schools in preparing entrants for undergraduate economic'
courses?

(ii) How may the schools meet both these claims of the
universities and polytechnics on their limited resources and
at the same time the claims on behalf of the other two
groups reprbsented in the schools and likely to be the
majority?

Pl. The first question is principally concerned with the
extent to which universities and polyxe_ nics should be able to
assume that students who propose' to st dy economics at the
university level have the necessary back round of training in
mathematics and statistics, and if so ether that training,
should be acquired within the framewo k of the sixth-form
economics syllabus.

15. At present different universities adopt different criteria
for admission of students to read economics. I o university
makes a previous knowledge of economics a condition of entry

4
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to an economics course. On the other hand A-level maihe-.
matics is a requirement for just over 15% of all courses and
0-level Mathematics for just over 80% of the courses (C.R.A.C.
Degree Course Guide to Economics, 1972-73). In a number of
universities which do not Make A-level mathematics a com-
pulsory requirement for admission to all degree-level economics
courses, a preference is likely to be given, ceteris paribus, to a.
candidate for entrance who possesses qualifications in A-level
mathematics and who has thps demonstrated his numeracy and
his capacity to acquire the mathematics required for specialist
study of university ecoriolnics.

16. Whatever may be the formal or informal requirements
for university entrance, there cebe no doubt about two things.
First, numeracy is a sine qua non for any serious study of
economics. Second, for specialisation in economics at degree
level, an ability to understand and deploy certain mathematical
and statistical teohniques is well-nigh essential.

17. The question is how far and in what way each of these
special needs of pupils who will be proceeding to universities and
polytechnics can best be met by the -schools. and whether pro-
vision should be made for these within the sftlabus for A-level
economics. It is necessary here to distinguish clearly between 4
(1) training in algebra and other branches of mathematics used
in economic analysis and in the theory of statistics on the one
hand and (2) the elements of numeracy and the simpler applica-
tions of quantitative methods to economics on the other hand.

18. The Committee does not believe that it is practicable
to teach these requirements for mathematics used in economic
analysis and statistical theory withiri the limits of an A-level
economics curriculum without devoting to them much more
teaching time than would be appropriate for the great majority
of candidates for A-level economics, without serious detriment
to the teachidg of the economics part of the syllabus, and with-
out introducing , an undOrable, hurdle in the path, of the
majority of candidates, It believes that the special, mathe-
maticalrieeds of those who are intending to proceed to specialist
university study of economics are better met by the creation of
an A-level examination in mathematics' and statistics for social
scientists. The Committee welcoine the move by one or two
examining boards in introducing an A-level syllabus in mathe-
matical arid statistical methods applied to °social phenomena.
This could be more attractive and useful to prospective students
of the social,science,s, including economics, .than the customarj
mathematics syllabuses associated . with the natural sciences;
the :Committee hope that it will become more common and
more widely utilised. Such an examination must be regarded

sbr
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as An alternative to other subjects such as histmly, languages or
experimental sciences, and if chosen as a subject for sixth-form
study, it should be in competition with these as a separate A:
level subject.

19. The Committee does, however, believe that the elements
of numeracy and the simpler applications of quantitative
methods have now become such an essential part of economics
that they should be included, at the appropriate level, in the
A-level syllabus. This is no longer a qualification that is
required only by those who will be prOceeding to study
economics at the university level but one that it is desirable to
inculcate in all students, even if their training in economics will,
not extend beyond the A.level. The Committee has much
sympathy with those who would argue that the elements of

.* numeracy are today -such p. necessary qualification for all
branches of modern life that they should be universally re-

Auired in the same way as is the use of English, But even if
that were the case, it would still remain desirable to teach,their
applications; to economics as part of a sixtbrform curilum
and of an A-lekrel syllabus in economics.

20. While economics is nowhere a condition of entry
to university, economics, criticism must be made of the slowness
4-many universities to recognisethat, today, some two thirds
of all entrants to their economics courses are likely to have
studied economics for two yea, or more at school. he
traditional pattern of univzersity teaching of economics has liken
a first year in which the elements of economics are demon-
strated, covering a wide range at a very sim plified level of
generality, followed by two years re-traversing he ground at a
more advanced level.' This has' been a legitimate pattern so
long as the majority of students have been newcomers to the
subject, and it will continue to be required for a significant
number sf university entrants. The, Committee regard it as

.most important that university entrants who have devoted their,
principal attention at school to mathematics, the natural
sciences, history or languages shall not /13E debarred by a
course requirement in economics from taking up economics at
the university stage. Many of the best students continue to
come to the subject in this way. The door should remain open
to them, and it is important that suitable introductory provision
shall continue to be made for them.

21. But mgly of the university and polytechnic students of
economics in these days have "'already completed a similar'
elementary course before entry. To be treated as complete
novices they find irritating .and discouraging, and they are
liable to lose ,interest in consequence. The Committee

11 tit kir4)0b1.2.



believes that many universities and 'polytechnics ought to look
at their present curricula and ask themselves whether they are
properly adapted to the needs of today; whether they have
sufficient flexibility to allow a student who has made a good
deal of progtess in economics at school to begin immediately to
fill any gaps in his previous education and extend his range, and
thus use as effectively as possible the whore Of his undergraduate
time. °

22. There remains, from -this standpoint, the question
whether the content of the school coursein economics, con-
ceNed as the best possible preparation for university entrance,
should or should not differ from the courses-directed to either or
both of the other purposes recognised in para 7 above as major
school responsibilities. To this question the Committee has
devoted a great deal of time and thotight. Inthe end it has
come to the conclUsion that the fundamental needs of all three
groups, then properly conceived, are so similar that they can with-
out disadvantage be taught together. The, university and
polyteathtlic, members of the Committee have been impressed by
the fact that those members of the Committee who have 'ex-
perience of teaching economics in schools are emphatic as to the
pedagogic advantages of not distinguishing between the three
groups. Moreover the three groups,_ as was said earlier,
though logically diStinguishabl in retrospect, are seldom
distinguishable at the time that they are taught and when their
future careers are still uncertain.

.
V. THE ESISENTIALS OF' SCHOOL ECONOMICS

23. The necessary condition for such unanimity is agree-
ment on the broad terms upon which economics, as a school
subject, should be taught. The Committee is agreed that the
common object, for all purposes, should be to instil into the
minds of those first encKmteting economics as much as may be
practicable:of three essential elements of economics:

(1) a capacity to understand both in theory and in
application the principles upon which an economy such as
that of the United Kingdom works;

(2) a general understanding of the more important
economic institutions within which the national economy
operates;

(3) a capacity to handle, interpret and present the
`statistical evidence on which economic decisions are
reached.



What is fundamentally at issue is the emphasis that can and
should a attached to each of these three elements in a course
in which there is limited time available for teaching.

24. The Committee would regard the first of these elements
as basic. Without an understanding of the main principles of
rational economic choice and decision-making and of the forces
that operate in a modern economy the most detailed knowledge
of our economic institutions and the constraints that they im-

. pose is unprofitable. And equally, from the point of view of
the analysis of economic problems, the most .perfect knowledge
of statistical techniques is unprofitable unless it can be applied

.. to the handling of problems or, the testing of hypotheses which
have economic implicatiotas an Thus adequate
teaching of the principles of economics is a sine qua non. What
is even more important, such capacity to reason clearly and to
analyse an economic problem rationally is not a quality that
will emerge automatically in later life as the result of ex-

. ..yerience.
it- 25. A general understanding of the more important

economic institutions has a very different role. The principlesa
. -,, of economics do not work in a vacuum. They are subject in

any country to constraints imposed by a variety of institutions,
and by a variety of other social and political objectives. Any
real understanding of economics requires an awareness of such
institutions, an appreciation of their general characteristics and
a kriowledge of how they affect the market economy. Provided
that this awareness is created, however, there is no great educa-
tional value in multiplying detailed information about a large
variety of institutions.

26. A capacity to understand how quantitative evidence is
and should ye handled lies between the tither two elements of
economics. Almost all arguments about economic policy are
in these days conducted in quantitative terms. It is very
necessary for anyone working on economic problems to be able
to judge critically the statistical evidence that is all -the time
being presented in journals, in the press, and in the working
material of most industrial and commercial institutions: to be
able to judge how far.statistical evidence can or cannot legiti-
Rately be used to infer or support causal relationships; to be
able to' make such elementary adjustments to different data as
will permit them to be legitimately compared and used to
support an argument. Of the importance of training in this
,field there can he no question, and it is not made less essential to
an economics course by the Committee's emphasis (para 18
above) on the desirability of a separate course in mathematical
and statistical methods applied to social phenomena.- All that

12
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is at issue is just how far such training should be carried and
how it should be balanced with training in economic/reasoning
and analysis within ,the limits of a school course which can
effectively be taught.

27. There remains the question of the range of subject-
matter over which it is practicable, within a school programme,
to pursue these three elements which _are the feature of con-
temporary economics. If the teaching is to provide a useful
once-for-all introduction for pupils who will get no further
formal education in the subject, it is almost inescapable, as was
said 'above, that the range should extend to the main areas of
the subject. It is necessary,"if"the pupil is to start from his own
experknce of economic decisions, that it should include a good
deal of what is ordinarily known as microeconomics: the
decision-making processes of individuals and bbsiness enter-
Prises, the working of markets and making of prices. It is
necessary if the pupil is to acquire, an elementary appreciation
of the contemporary problems of unemployment, inflation and
balance of payments, of taxation and interest-rate policies, that
it should cover a good deal of what A ordinarily known as
macroeriomics: the Make-up of national income and ex-
penditure, the forces determining aggregate demand and the
interactions of factor-priCes and product-prices. On the other
hand, the danger of such ektensive coverage resulting in worth-
less superficiality is obvious-Lail too obvious, in fact, in the
frequency pith which some ,contemporary examiners invite
schoolboys t6 solve policy problems.which baffle the experts.

28. A flirther limitatiOn to the practical content of a school_
syllabus is presented by the difficulties -of the school, teacher
himself. He is frequently single handed, leaching many hours
of the week and with very little time for preparation; yet he is
expected to cover the whole field of themllabus. No university
teacher is ordinarily expected to keep himself up-to-date over
the whole field of economics, including economic history and a
variety of closely associated subjects. At the university leveY
this problem is-ordinarily solved by such division Of labour that
the area over which the teacher must have full xastery is
sufficiently limited for that to be Possible. At the school level
this is impossible, and a school syllabus must take account of the
fact and of the limitations it imposes on a teachable syllabus.

29. The Committee believe that the answer-to these prob-
lems so far as they concern the teaching of economic theory is to be
found in simplification. It is the answer which has a teaching,
value in itself since it represents the characteristic method...by
which economic analysis, at all levels, proteeds. It .promises
something useful anti lasting for the boy or gir/1 who will not

13
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take the subject further while instilling no bad habits to be un-
learned by the pupil who goes'on.

30. The main body of economics necessarily takes-the form
of the construction of models designed to be, simple enough to
examine the principal repercussions of changes in economic
phenomena and at the same time complex enough to introduce
all those phenomena which are of significant importance in a
given context. In the first stages of economic teaching it is'
more important to establish a confident handling of simple and
readily intelligible models tlian to provide a more elaborate but
confusing technical, display. The Commi( tee, therefore, sees
the teaching of economic theory to be centred upon simple
models,"and in particular models designed,to demonstrate such
major aspects of economic stay as:

(i) the logic of choice in terms of opportunity cost and
the marginal principle;

( (ii) the logib of specialisation and trade in terms of
comparative advantage;

'(iii) the ,partial analysis, of supply and demand in a 1

single market;
(iv), the determination of the rewards of factors of

production ; and
(v) the general analysis of aggregate national income,

expenditure and activity.

ft would, of course, be important to bring out from the first the
nuitual inter-dependencies of the economic phenomena here
represented and, in particulk'ffie fact that statements which
may be assumed to be true of shall components of a large
aggregate may not be true of the large aggregate itself

31% ,regards economic institutions it was emphasised above
(para 25) that, provided that an awareness is created of the
constraints imposed on the working of the economy by their

'existence, there is no great educational value in multiplying
detailed inforMation about a large number of ,institutions.
This is a branch of economics in which, we believe, it is easy to
push teaching too far. To do so is the more tenipting because
it is- a brorcif that if Is relapty easy to teach and to drill into
pupils. In later life almos every professional person working
in an economic environment, as \All as almost every profes-
sional economist, will require an immensely detailed knowledge
of the exact workings of certain institutions. But this will come
readily from experience and does not require more than a broad
foundation of understanding on which to build it. Some of the
time that will be needed to teach other things should, we bee,
be saved from this less rewarding field.

14
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32: In the case of quantitative methods, it is the essential tech-
. niques of handling quantitative data which it is important to 6

" convey at the schools level. Paradoxically, though up-to-date
data may be of importance in motivating the pupil, in stimulat-
ing interest and in helping the pupil to see the immediate
relevance and applications of techniques,, the data themselves
are of little or no educational Value. It is ,important to acquire
the more permanent capacity and equipment to handle such
data and to understand the statistical inter- relations of certain
phenomer.a, but not to memorise data which are rapidly,
changing:

33.. In the view of the Committee the quantitative tech-
niques -which should be taught to all A-level candidates in
economics should be confined to those which impose relatively

'limited strain on the abilities of Candidates who are not other-
wise mathematically minded. We suggest that the teaching
and examining in this field shall cover:

(i) Understanding of the general characteristics and
limitations of the main sources from which economic data
are obtained; the imperfections and. margins of error of
data.

(ii) Problems of measuring change; measurement of
price changes; measurement of real changes; difficulties,
caused by seasonal or climatic variations; simple methods
of eliminating them.

(iii) The logical problems of the use of quantitative
data to interpret causal relationships; the broad methods
of attempting this "(hilt not '.the detailed techniques of
actually doing it); the validity of such operations and the
limitations of the inferences, that can be made.

(iv) The choice of appropriate' techniques for handling
quantitative problems Of different kinds.

34. Thezpresent pattern of sixth-form teaching in economics
is determined partly by the A-leyel syllabus, but more by a
tradition of external exadinations and of teaching for such
examinations. It is not as easy in .economics as in some other
subjects to limit the scope of teaching and examination by
definition of what is .r is not included. One cannot, as in
many'mathematical s, llabuses, define the techniques included

-or excluded by na r ing them. One cannot, ,as in history,
define the periods data that will be included or excluded;
any attempt to lim the extent,of use of backward-looking data
would impose gr ater and not less burden on a teacher.
Furthermore, the ommittee is agreed that the A-level syllabus
and still more th examination papers, while they should insist
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upon a thorough treatment of the core of the subject as des-
cribed above, should also leave room for the individual teacher
to develop around it, and in contact with it, his own selection of
subject-matter, deriving from opportunities afforded by his,
school's location, inquiries pursued by his pupils, and his own

\ personal interests within the subject. Reforming. the syllabus
is important and there is appended to this report a draft syllabus,
illustrating the points here made. But the more important move
required is to change the tradition of teaching and examining, and
to these problems we address ourselves in the following sections.

VI. METHODS OF TEACHING SCHOOL EC6NOMICS

35. The above treatment of the essentials ofschbol economics
' gives to reasoning in terms of a model the central place in

teaching as well as making particular simple models the core .
of the material to be taught. ; It should provide the habitual
mode of organising thought and data, whatever the material
put before the pupils in any school., There is only one other
general precept of universal application. Any systematic.
teaching of economics must start from the need to think ration-
ally about all the various aspects of economic life and to sub-
stitute logical reasoning for emotional preconceptions. It must
distinguish the value judgments that go into the specification of
objectives from the principles of optimisation, both in balancing
objectives against each other and in determining how the chosen
objectives can most economically be achieved. It must dis-
tinguish the extent'to which conclusions derive in whole or part
from built:in value judgments on the one hand and from logical
reasoning on t'h'e .other.

36. These essential considerations should, in our view, clic-
, tate the general character of the competence in methods of

economic reasoning and analysis which it is ,desirable to incul-
cate. But they do not in the same sense dictate the teaching
meth+ by which they should be inculcated. The greater part
of economics is essentially a.bOract. But abstract reasoning
does not come naturally .to all students. Many, probably
indeed most, students can best be brought to, understarid and
accept abstract and generalised propositions by approaching
them first through more concrete examples of a general prin-
ciple in its application to cases' within their own everyday
experience.. Many others are motivated in their studies of
economics to a much greater extent by interest either binational
economic policies or in things of local and domestic concern to
them personally. Their interest will be captured and held
only if it is clear that economic reasoning and analysis can help'
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them to understand such problems. It is the hall-mark of a
good teacher of economics that he will know how to use such
special and particular curiosities of his pupils-td captivate their
interest, to bring out the principles affecting the particular
issue, and thus to inculcate by degrees a capacity for more
abstract reasoning and analysis.

37. 'There are, we suggest, four`iinplications Of this. First,
there is in the nature of things no-single perfect way of teaching
all pupils, to be advocated as an orthodoxy and employed in alL
cases. The best way of teaching a group of students who are
already well trained in mathematics and have learned there the
rudiments of abstract reasoning puly be quite different from the
best way of teaching a group of students who have a more
down-to-earth approach to the subject, and little previous
experience of abstract reasoning. Equally the best way for one
teacher, with a given personal background of experience and
interests, will be different from that for another teacher with
quite different gifts, knowledge and interests. It is possible to
help teachers to make the most of their own facilities, qualities
and opportunities, and much work has been devoted to this.

\But we do not think that there is a orthodoxy of teaching
method to be recommended by us and applied by all teachers
to all pupil. .

38. Second, we would stress that, although the interest of
pupils can be stimulated and held by the Applications of
economic reasoning to realistic examples from national or
domestic contemporary events, it does not follow that there is
;ny inherent importance in seeking to memorise the data and
etailed circumstances of those events. What it is sought to

Inculcate is the fundamental power to think and argue ration-
ally, objectively andin full awareness of any imported personal
Vp.lue judgments about those events, and not the data of the
events themselves. This needs 'especially to be stressed be-
cause, in testing a candidate's capacity to reason in this war, an
examiner is likely to ask candidates to analyse sqwe ephemeral
situation which has been generally under. discussion in the
previous few months and about which a certain amount of
backgtound knowledge can reasonably be assumed. But thaf
type of question does not aim to test the candidate's very
detailed recall of epheineral trivialities, such as are properly
forgotten a year or two subsequently. Both teachers and stu-
dents should not be misled, particularly s by looking at such
questions three or four years subsequently, into thinking that
knowledge of ephemeral data is desired by examiners or is to be
valued otherwise than as momentarily available material on
which to test the essentkal capacity to reason.
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39.` Third, while reasoning in terms of a model has always
been characteristic of economics, it is not always evident to the
student what model should be used tip tackle a particular ques-
tion. The capacity to identify the :type of model which will
enable an economist to handle a particular question is a capacity
that must be learned by experience and by watching a teacher
examine a given problem, and apply to it the relevant. and
appropriate model. This capacity to identify and apply the
appropriate model cannot be acquired merely by learning the
properties of the model itself. The art of economic analysis
cannot be fay learned from a textbook of pure economics..

40. Fourth, all models, and particularly those models which
are normally used in teaching elementary economics, are in
greater or lesser degree simplifications of a more complex world.
In order that a simplified model shall operate and be easily
comprehensible it almost always possesses certain in-built
assumptions; it may assume that resources are so nearly fully
employed that more resources for one purpose must mean less
for another; it mayeassume that sellers are operating in an
almost perfectly, competitive market; it may assu e that
sufficient time has elapsed for full adjUstment to a fanged
situation ;,..there are numerous other in-built assumptions of
particular.models., It is an essential qualification of apy well

;',..t.rained economist that he should always be aware of the under-
lying assumptions of the *model he is using and able to judge
whether the difference between those assumptions and the
particular case that he is examining is so great' as to invalidate
the argument. This awareness of`the characteristics, assump-

_ dons and limitations of models is a capacity that a good teacher
will be constantly attempting to instil.

41. If both the interests `of`Pupils and the Ultimately:desk-
able capacities of a trained economist indicate that economics
is best taught; not as a set of abstract theorems but in relation to
the pro. blems that particular models are designed to analyse, it
has to be asked whether this imposes limitations on the syllabus
that can be taught and whether the means and materials exist or
can be provided to teach it.

42. After much ,discussion we are convinced that, provided
that the essential models are .kept reasonably: simple, and that
their limitations are recognised, the syllabus that we would
regard as inherently desirable is capable of being taught,
provided that teachers can be given much needed`help in cer-
tain ways. The principal help that would appear to be neces-
sary is help with teaching material.

43. We have given much thought to the extent to which
teaching methods that are based on what are commonly known
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as " heuristic " principles can &fully be applied to economics.
We have in mind a wide range of methods including class'field
studiei of local problems, case studies based on printed material,
the use of case studies from economic histor=y, role playing in
relation to decision-making, the preparation of projects by
individual students based either on personal. field work or
secondary material. The, Committee attaches great im-
pOrtance to such, methods a teaching for two reasons. Firstly,
they ensure that economics is seen in action -as,,a means of
handling real problems. Secondly, they ensure that students
are faced.with the problems of seeing how to set about a piece of
economic' analysis and the choice,of the appropriate economic
techniqueS for handling, and 'are tested in their capacity to
cro this.,

.44. We recognise,.. none the less, that there are very con-
siderable difficulties in using these methods. They involve
problems both j of teaching and of examining. In regard to

'teaching the problem is principally one of shortage of adequate
pre-prepared material. While there already exist a few books
of case studies, for use in the teaching of economics. in schools,
there are not at present sufficient to meet the7full needs, and

o material from other sources needs adaptation before it can be
used in schools. But in the case of school economics there is an
added difficulty. Good micro-economic case studies, if they
a're to excite ,the interest of boys and girls, should to o
current and local problems. They will differ fro act: o
region of the country, and from rural to urb areas. his
means that the burderrof their preparation a documenta on
must fall upon the teachers of an individual school or grou of
schools in a small region. This is not equally true of mac o-
economic or evenmore general industrial case studies. But e.
problem of the preparation,- adaptation and circulatio of
material reniains: This is a, field in which .we believe that the ,,,

--Ettrylmics Association, as representing those who teach economics
in schools and further education, could beneficiajly play an
active role? But there are not inconsideralple cons in provid-
ing what we regard as a very necessary service if the teaching of
economics in schools is to be improved. We would regard the
provision of such teaching material as comparable in importance
in the field of economics to the provision oi chemicals or
materials for the teaching of science and as having comparabl
claims on public or other funds.

1, The Economia Association is already active in Providing' assistance to teachers.
We would draw attention to two of its recent publications: An Annotated Biblio-
graphy of Economic Education, 1945-1971, compiled by P. S. Fowler, R. H. Ryba
and R. Szreteir, 1972; An Economic Book List for Schools and Colleges, compiled by
V. S. Anthony, 1972.
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45. There is, moreoveri 'a natural but perhaps paradoxical
Consequence of the need to stimulate pupils' interest through
their concern with topical events arrd the analysis of problems.
relating to. them. Material that possesses this propei-ty very

' quickly goes out of date, even though the problem for,analysis
is almost timeless. This means that the materialeor the book, if
it is in that fprm, needs constant revision and renewal. This
requires to be recognised and facilities created, perhaps again
through -the Economics 4ssociation, to meet the need.

46. Quite apart from these problems of supply and circula-
tion of material there are problems for teachers involved inits
preparation, use and incorporation into a teaching programme.
Some of us have had experience in recent years of the, experi-
ment in the teaching of Business Studies in schools and have.,
been impressed by the extent to which the man,;y obstacles to
teaching anew subject have been overcome thrpugh collabora-
tion in preparation of material, joint discitiion of teaChing

/experience and problems and provision for assistance and
advice to teachers beginning' to tackle the problems. We
believe that somewhat similar provision for joint discussion and
learning by the experience of others will be desirable and that
the various bodies concerned with teacher training should give
more consideration ,ta,the need to provide in-post training in
this respect as well as in others 4hat we shall discuss later.

47. Any discussion of greater use of the " heuristic '?
rineiple inevitably raises the question of the place that per-

formance in,a project should play in the final assessment-of a
candidate's total performance. We shall discuss this problem
more fully at a later point, when we,, conic to -methods, of
examining. We would stress that a capacity. to identify for
himself-the best way of tackling a problem and to criticise what
others may be doing in this respect is one that it is most im-
portant to instil into any student of economics and that.'its
testing should be one feature' of any good examination Systerri.

48. These improvements of teaching methods and facilities
are desirable whatever syllabus is to be taught. The syllabus
that we are suggesting differs from those that have been in use
in recent years principally in its emphasison the importance of
numeracy and the inculcdtioRof capacity to handle, interpret,
and if necessary adapt quantiMivc evidense. If, as we assume,
this is both taught and examined @s it should be) at the level Co
which any student who has qualified in 0-level mathematip
can reasonably be expected to advance, this should not in our
view yepresent a new and much more difficult,hurdle inserted
into the economics curriculum. Expeiience with teaching such
numeracy and quantitative methods in the experimefital A-
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level course in Business Studies has shown' that the great
majority of students can and do succeed without great difficulty
in.learning diem. .

49. Nor do we believe that the syllabi's presents grave
t
difficulties from the teaching point of view. Such statistical
methods as we are suggesting for inclusion in the syllabus are
well-known to andjwithin the normal teaching compass of
almost all those.who have graduated in recent years after three
years of studying economics in a British university. Other
teachers may find it necessary to rely (as some schools have done
in similar oases in the teaching of Business Studies) on some help
from mathematical colleagues: But we believe that (possibly
with some help from 'special refresher courses) most present
teachprs could teach such a syllabus as we have in mind.
Univirsity experience with similar courses suggests that the
elements of quantitative methods- are best taught and learned

rl regarded as an integral part of7econolnics, studied in
relation to applications to ptoblems in hand; and taught by
working economists in that context rattier than, as a branch of
mathematics.

50. We haiT necessarily given thought to the expertise of,
the -mdn and 'Women Who teach economics in schoos ls.D We are
very well aware that a ,number of them, including some, outt
standing teachers, have 'not _received formal teaching in
economics, but have in effect achieved their dwn' conversion
programmes, (and have mastered thee subject to an extent that
enables, them to teach economics at A-level. With such
assistance and facilities as we are recommending we believe that {'
Most of those who have already thus demonstrated their
adaptability will have no insuperable difficlilty in tackling the

v type of syllabus that we have in mind. More generally there is
some evidence that in the last ten or fifteen years the situation
has appreciably improved so far as specialist qualifications are
concetned. Cases of economics being taught by teachers who
have never studied the subject to degree standard are fast

though it is a moot point just how well equipped a
teacher may be to teach modern economics up to A-level if his
final degree examination has included only one or two papers
in economics But even of the teachers who entered the field

4in the last ten or fifteen years with adequate degree qualifica-
tions, o y a ye small proportion can have received subsequent
trainin in e methods of teaching economics. Until a few
years ago, out of some thirty University Departments ofEduca-
tionethere Was but one in which economics received as much

. meattention as; say, history or biology. Even today the number
where this is the case can be counted on the fingers of one hand.
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A few others. have made some partial provision for economics.
Economics method courses have been provided in recent years
in some of the Colleges of Education which have introduced
one-year post-graduation courses. Given dip recent very high
rate of growth of economics as a school subject, we hope that
many more institutions of teacher education of all types will give
active consideration to their opportunities and responsibilities in
the field of economics.

51. In these circumstances the Committee believe that
ther\e is already a needwhich will be, reinforced, if such
changes as it suggests in the syllabus and methods of teaching
of economics are widely adoptedOr increased facilities for the

. .retraming, refreshing and advising of teachers of economics
throughout \their working lives as teachers. The Committee is
convinced th t all major institutions of teacher education should
include 4. specialist in the teaching of economics whose concern
and responsibilities should inclUde the problems of providing
ways in whit existing teachers may bring themselves up-to-
date, and that 11 such institutions, as well as university faculties
of economics, s ould be enabled and encouraged to devote some
of their attentio and resources to this. The COmmittee would
like to see the w llingness of a teacher to devote vacations to the
improvement o his qualifications as a teacher appropriately
reflected (as it is 'n some countries) in his stipend. It would be
wholly regrettabl if lick of such in-post re-training facilities or
refresher courses ould imply that a necessary improvement in
teaching had to e postponed a decade or more until a new
body of teachers h. d emerged. In this the Committee believes
itself to be very m ch in line with the thinking both of the
James Committee a d of the University Grants Committee.

VII. M_ETH DS IN EXAMINING IN ECONOMICS

52. The tradition and the relative emphasis of teaching'
effort are partly deter fined by the syllabus; a good A-level
syllabus is a first necessi y. But the traditions and the relative
emphasis of teaching eff rt are to an even greater extent estab-
lished and modified over the years by the examination papers
set. The Committee bel eves that the time has come when
Examining Boards, severa of which have recently made revi-
sions of their A-level syllabu es in economics, should look at the
recent trends 4their new papers, and the effects they are having
on the teaching of economics.

.53. The papers should, cle ly be such that they test the
qualities in ascandidate in econo ics which it is ,,most desirable
to inculcate hand that they provi for these incentipes both ,to
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teachers to teach them and to pupils to learn them. As this
report has indicated, the quailies which the Committee believes
to be important nd to require testing by any examination are:

(i) a cap city to follow and sustain an economic argu-
ment and to ake logical inferences from given informa-

. lion;
.

(ii) a capa ty to set out and communicate to others a
logical argume t in economics;

(iii) a capa ity to be aware of assumptions made
implicitly in the use of an economic model to assist a
process of reasoning andito perceive how a modification of
the assumptions 'might effect the conclusions;

(iv) a capacity to understand the mutual interrelations
and interdependencies of the various elements in an
economic system and fp take account of them in handling
economic problems; .

(v) a capacity to understand and explain the economic
effects of important economic institutions on economic
policies; .t

(vi) a capacity to make appropriate inferences from
quantitative data; .,

(vii) a capacity to apply to an economic prob'l'em the
models of economic analysis that are most appropriate.to it. L/

54. The traditional method of examining in economics has
been by setting a series of essay questions for the candidate to
attempt to answer. The Virtue of this method of testing a
candidate is that it can test both his knowledge and under-
standing of the ordinary models of economic analysis and his
powers of exposition and formulation of a problem in his own
words. It is possible to set questions which will demonstrate
the candidate's capacity to see how to tackle a problem and to
reason out answers in cases where different assumptions will
lead to different answers. It is possible to see how far a candi-
date appreciates the constraints imposed by economic institu-
tions and economic policies.

55. There are, however, considerable difficulties over the
conduct of such an examination. With rapidly growing num-
bers of candidates in economics it is becoming more and more
difficult to obtain the services of highly qualified examiners in
sufficient numbers. at present fees. Examining by this method
is, moreover, exceptionally difficult. A candidate is asked to
make an exposition of some piece of complex reasoning. His
exposition is frequently unclear. It is uncertain whether he
has failed in understanding or in exposition, or both. An
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examiner's judgement cannot escape being in some measure
`subjective. Two equally competent band careful examiners
may take slightly differing views of the competence of the
answer. They may differ in tho penalties that they feefshould

" be imposed for lack of understanding and lack of clear ma.
tion. Even a careful attempt to standardise marking metlioills
may be difficult of application in Practice, though the differ-
ences of valuation are seldom large in actual experience.

56. Many pc'perienc&I examiners would Jed that, despite
the difficulties that they recognise, this traditional Iftetliod still
represents the best way of testing competence in the whole
range of qualities for whic,h one should look in a studient of
.economics and that the likelihood of at all serious error has
been greatly exaggerated. The Committee has thought it
right, .none the less, to give a good deal of, consideration to
alternative methods of examining candidates, ancl4iiparticillar
to the possibilities of applying_ to economics the ,system of A

" objective tests " that have been' used in examining some other
branches of knoWledge, and which are now being used for
economics by certain Examining Boards. . w 4'

57!- The Committee has studied a number 4f test lApers
prepared for school examinations in economics, and has been
considerably, impressed by, the skill afid ingenuity of those Who
have prepiart0 the tests,' and weicdmes their employment by
certain examining bodies. They retain, howeyer, for the
moment doubts and misgivings, and while appreciating the
attractions of objective tests as a means of solving some of the
problems. of shortage of good -examiners, they would, See '
dangers in atry attempt at excessive reliance on objective 'tests.`

58. In economics it is seldorri possible to state nne simple
answer that is universally true quite irrespective of circum-
Sances, conditiorfs and environments and quite irrespective of
political objectives or social vale judgments. It is.immensely
important that a student should ''be taught to be constantly
aware of any tinderlying 'assumptions, a4 that he should be
tested to see whikther he has acquired that capacity. A number
of the questions that the Committee has seen would seem to have
been open to ambiguitil, the right sophisticated answer might
have been " alternatiliA(3) is right in these circumstances,
alternative (3') is right in these other circumstances." iher,e
is the added difficulty that,,,in suchta subject as economics, in
which advancement takes the formof debate-and argumnt
between different individual economists and " schools ' of
economists, there may for a time be no single agreed orthodoxy,
in the sense that two different " schools," both of them scientific
and scholarly, would provide different answers to a question.
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Some of the questions we haVe seen require a candidate toguess
whether an examiner is likely to require him to belong, say, to
the (Keynesian.or the Chicago school. That is an impossible
and unfair imposition. Questions that may involve this should

in an examination in which the candidate cannot ar-
reasons forgiving a' particular answer.

. What the Committee would most stress is that such

not b
gue

5
" objective tests," if they are to be applied to the examining of
economics, require net only to meet psychometric tests of their
efficiency in separating out candidates but also individnall3r
meet tests of their validity in terms of economics p.fid collectively
to represent a fair balance of Ow subject. They will tied to be
prepared with quite exceptional skill and to be criticised very
ruthlessly and scrupulously expert economists, if possible
with university teaching experience, who are likely to be
difficult to recruit and will need to be paid adequate fees;
otherwise there is considerable danger that they will contain
ambiguities, concealed assumptions or imeed orthodoxies,
and thus. penalise certain candidates, who may well be the
ablest-of the candidates examined, in depriving them of their
ordinary freedom to explain why eXactly- they have reached ,
certain conclusions. A badly set question in an essay-type
paper can be answered by an intelligent candidate. A badly,
set question in an objective test is disastrous.

60. The problems of making economies in examining in this
subject are complex: essay questions require a large number of
competent markers; objective tests, at the stage of building up a
bank of questions, call for an outstandingly able and sufficiently
,large group of question setters, prepared to give much time and
trouble to perfecting their questions. It may well be as difficult
to .find, recruit and pay these outstanding question-setters as to
recruit a sufficient body of competent examiners of essay-type
questions. In view of the number of,questions suffering from
ambiguities or hidden assumptions that have been included in
specimen papers seen by the Committee, the Committee thinks
the Examining Boards should be more aware of these very
considerable difficulties and of the imperative need to overcome
them., The Examining Boards should, We believe, be more
active in persuading university teachers- of economics to
associate themselves with-the very responsible task of ensuring

N,f .that the papers set in A-level economics preserve and promote
the desirable standards of teaching in the subject..

(61. There is an additional difficulty of which Examining
Boards_should be aware. Objective tests provide in most cases
tests of understanding or recall of particular features or
definitions of some orthodox and generally accepted analytical
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models, of recall of particular characteristics of some economic
institution, or of recall of economic data. *They are likely, un-
less prepared with exceptional skill, to provide far less satis-
factory tests of capacity to see how to apply economic reasoning
to complex situations or to situations in which clear apprecia-
tibn of the possibly different results of alternative possible
assumptions or of conflicting objectives are of the essence Of the
question. There are some subjects in economics for which it is
relatively easy to set objective tests; there are other subjects for
which ids very difficult to set them. There are some subjects
in which it is easy to compose tests which will effectiyely
distinguish good students and bad students; there are ,other
subjects in which this is again much more difficult. Thus there
is danger of imbalance between different subjects in economics
and the credit earned for knowledge 'of them, and danger also
that the feed-back from the pattern of the examination to .the
balance of the teaching may prove undesirable for the general
improvement of teaching.

62. If we may revert to the criteria that were set out in
paragraph 53, an objective test can test (i) outstandingly well.
It may succeed in testing (v) to some extent. It is likely to test
(illy, (iv), (v) and (vi) less well than a well-set paper of the
essay-type questions. It is markedly less successful in testing
(ii) and (vii). It is for these reasons that the Committee
believes that an objective test is best incorporated not only
with an essay-type paper but alio with a test of (vii)--capacity
to tackle a problemin an examination, and feels serious
doubts about the wisdom of depending heavily on objective
tests.

63. The important capacity (vii), to apply to an economic--
problem the models of thought that are mostejappr4riate,,is
best acquired and demonstrated by an attempt to tackle a
chosen and individual problem in some depth in the form of a
" project." Experience in other subjects has, moreover,
shown that " project " work is likely to yield considerable
" spin-off " of practical understanding over a wider field than
that of its immediate context. In economics there is more

ilatitude than in some subjects in the choice of suitable projects.
While first-hand field-work has a considerable educational
valuQo -there is no general reason why first-rate 'projects "
should not be prepared on the basis of secondary material, and
especially 'statistical or historical material, that can be made
available in a library.

64. The Committee believes that this application of the
" heuristic ".principle is in-itself so potentially valuable in the'
teaching of economics that schools should not lieSitate to pake
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use ofit, even if the Examining Board that serves them makes no
provisiori for .the examination of the " project." But they are
convinced thatdespite difficulties of examining which they
recogniseExamining Boards should make provision in
economics, as they have in a number of other subjects, :for
candidates to submit, be partly tested by and receive some
credit for a " project." The Committee itself would be glad to
see an Examining Board make projects in A-level economics at
least optioaal.

65. We come finally to the, question' of the balance and
subject matter of papers. The Committee has been greatly
impressed by the skill of the examiners for the different Boards
in setting papers that have reflected changes in the theoretical
interpretation of different aspects of economics as the subject
has developed anti thus keeping abreast of changing ideas in
economic theory.

66. None the less the Committee believes that certain recent
trends require reconsideration and should be modified or
reversed. First, over the years there would appear to have been
a growing emphasis in papers set by some Examining Boards on
economic institutions, often examined as if there was im-
portance in knowledge of the recent performance of these
institutions for its own sake and not as a factor modifying in
some way the working of the economic system.. We. believe
that this emphasis on recall of the detail of institutions has been
carried far, if we may judge from some of the recent papers
of 'these Ekamining Board.

67. Second, and as ,another aspect of the same issue, while
we recognise the value of contemporary phenomena in stimulat-
ing the interest of candidates, we think that questions which are
primarily concerned with recall of phenomena which are best

, regarded as ephemeral and to be forgotten, rather than with the
economic principles and trends which they may exemplify, are
not desirable. While they may reasonably be regarded as
testing the interest of the candidate in contemporary phenomena
we think that they have an undesirable effect on what it is
thought necessary to spend time in teaching.

68. Third, we greatly doubt the pedagogic value of asking
elementary students, even though they may feel interest in
them, questions on how to solve one or other of the vast prob-
lems of economic policy which confront the worldho* to stop
inflation or to improve the balance of payments for example.
Those of us ,who have read answers to such questions are well
aware that candidates find themselves out of their depths, and
the better the candidate the more conscious is he that the
problems do not have answers at the superficial level that are
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independent of political assumptions and of the practical'
possibilities of changing national or international institutions.

69. Fourth, we think that Examining Boards should be
more careful to ensure that papers shall not contain questions
which are_ only answerable on the basis of acceptance of some
unstated value judgment or politiCal preconception. Can
there, for example, in an objective test, be a single and un-
ambiguous answer free from all vakte judgments regarding
social objectives to some such a questioS as : " If a local authority
is losing money on its bus services, which of the following
actions should it take: (1) increase fares for rush-hour travel-
lers? (2) increase or reduce fares for off-peak travellers? (3)
withdraw fare concessions to old-age pensioners? "

70. In more general terms we suggest that Examining
Boards in assessing the suitability of a particular set of papers,
should give more thought to the broader questions: Do the
papers reflect the balance of qualities which they wish disee
taught in the schools? In particular, do they reflect the
desirable balance of knowledge ind recall of factual detail on
the one hand and of analytical capacity and of capacity to
handle and interpret data on the other hand ?. None of the
recommendations made in this report will get very far in the
schools unless the Examining Boards show the right-response
and initiative.
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ILLUSTRATIVE SYLLABUS FOR A-LEVEL
ECONOMICS

INTRODUCTION

THE purpose .of this syllabus and the examination based on
it is to test the candidates in all the three major fields of
knowledge and skill that together Bairn, the principal con-

,stituents of economics:

(1) a capacity to understand and apply the principles
'upon which a moderneconomy works;

(2) a general understanding of some of the .more
important institutions within which the British economy
operates and their economic effects upon its operation;

(3) a capacity to handle, interpret and present the
quantitative evidence on which economic d4cisions are
reached.

Candidates will be expected to show competence in all three
fields.

.") I. THE PRINCIPLES UPON WHICH A MODERN ECONOMY,
WORKS

In this field the purpose will be to test the candidate's under-
standing of simplified but rigorous modes of a modern economy
designed to demonstrate such major principles and aspects of
economic study as:

(1) the logic 4chOiCe in terms of opportunity cost and
the, marginal principle;

(2) the logic of specialisation and trade in terms of
- comparative advantage;

(3) the partial analysis of supply and demand in a
single market;

(4) the determination of the rewards of factors of
production;

(5) the general analysis of aggregate' national income,
expenditure and activi4.

The andidate will be expected to show understandin; of the
mutual inter-dependencies of the economic phenomena here
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represented' and of the extent to which statements which may ,
be true of small components of a large aggregate may not be
true of the large aggregate itself.

II. ECONOMIC INSTITUTIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS UPON
THE WORKING OF THE ECONOMY

(1) Institutions which in general improve the working of
markets: commodity markets; capital markets; the monetary
and banking system and its control by the Bank of England;
foreign exchange markets; labour exchanges; advertisement
of goods, vacant posts, etc.; their effects upon the best use of
economic resources; the effects, good and bad, of speculation
in markets.

(2) Institutions. created by the Government to provide
common services; public utility services; roads and transport
facilities; local authority services; health, education and other
social services; the financing of and methods of paying for such
services.and the relation of such services to the economy.

(3) Institutions which have the purpose of modifying the
workings of a market economy: trade unions; employers'
federations; private monopolies; their possible effects, good
or bad, upon the best use of economic resources and the distri-
bution of incomes.

(4) Institutions and legislation designed to restrain the
opportunities of individuals or institutions to exploit the com-
munity: the monopolies commission; the industrial relations
legislation; incomes policy, etc.

Candidates will, be expected to show understanding of the
ways in .w_ble4 institutions affect the working of the economy
rather than precise detail about the workings of individual
institutions.

THE HANDLING; PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION
OF QUANTITATIVE DATA

In this field the purpose will be to ieat the candidate's
understanding of the nature and limitations of the data on
which economic decisions must be based; and of the more
elementary ways in which such data can be handled and
presented so as better to permit interpretation and comparison.

(1) Understanding of the general 'characteristics of the
main sources from which economic data are obtained: the
imperfections and margins of error of data.

(2) Problems of measuring change: measurement of
30
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price changes; measurement of real Shanggi. time series;
difficulties caused by seasonal or climatic variations and
methods of eliminating them. 1,

(3) Problems of measuring the average level and the
distribution of some phenomenon.. /

(4) The logical problems of the use of economic data
to interpret causal relationships: the simpler methods of
attempting this, scatter diagrams, lines fitted by inspection
(but not the detailed techniques of calculating regression);
the validity of such operations and the limitations of the
inferences that can be made.

(5) Th use of appropriate techniques for handling
problems o .different kinds. The presentation of quan-
titative data: the use of graphs, tables, frequency distribu-
tions in zummarising and organising data.

The purpose in this field will be to test the candidate's ability
to interpret quantitative data and to apply to data such simple
methods of adjustment and analysis as will make it possible to
extract from the data a maximum of information. It will not
require mathematical analysis or special facility in computation.

1
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